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FOREWORD

This memorandum reports on the initial research of RAC's Economic
Impact Project performed for theDcpartmentof Defense in 1964. The Project,
under the direction oi Dr. Bernard Beckler, is continuing both the refinement
of methods and the development of impact estimates for later programs.

Volume I describes a methodology for projecting employment and eco-
nomic activity by industry that would be generated by the Department of Defense
program. An evaluation of the methods and data sources, suggestions for im-
provement, and summary results for the 1964 Five-Year Program are also
included. This .claie is unclassified.

A classified Vol It presents detailed documentation of source materials
and calculations for estimates derived for the procurement appropriation cat-
egory.

An earlier paper, "A Case Study in Industry Impact Patterns: the F-4
Aircraft,' RAC-T-451,xwas published in January 1965, and several papers on
industrial classification problems will be publisl.ed shortly.

R. N. Grosse
lead, Economics and Costing Department
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ABBREVIATIONS

BOB nurpau of the Budget, Exevcuti~e Office of the President
DOD Tncpartmcent of Defense
FSC Federal Supply Ciasficatfon
FYFSFP Five-Year rorce Structure and Financial Program
FY fiscal year
IRS Internal Revenue Service
MAP Military, Assistance Program
MATS Military Air Tran.jport Service
NIP military personnel
MSTS Military Sea Transportation Service
NSF National Science Foundation
OBE Office of Business Economics, Dept of Commerce
O& N Operations and 'Maintenance
OSD Office of the Secretary 'at Defense
flDTE research, development, test, and evaluation
sic Standard Industrial Classification
TDP Technical Development Plan
TOA total obligational authority

ABSTRACT

RAC's participation In the Yconomic tmpsct Project-sponsored bythe Office of the
Secret~y-of Defense_ consists of a series of studies designed to determineothe Impact of
the defense programn on the conomny. The uIr.,ate objective of the project is to Improve
the capability of the Department of Defense i~al)D ' n appraising the economic cifects of
changes In military programs and force structure.

.'his report presents an acccunt *f the res(earch effort during the first phase of
study , wvhich %vas completed In D-cernter 196'.. Concerned primarily with the develop-
mecnt of a methodology for measuring industry impact, rough estimates fer- FY63-69
were prepared, identifying a wvide range of Industries that participate in the defense ef-
fort. The research was organized in terms of major budget categories. In the area of
procurement to which primary attention vas devoted. u model was developed for special-
ized military equipmen~t, including techn~iques fcr studytog a series of prototypes in depth,
utilizing component informna6:,n anticontract sources. !n thia connection informatton was-
sought that would allow the quantification :,f in-house effort by contractors in order to
approximate value-added distributions. Cenerally. the tracing effo'rts wvere successful
to second- and third-tier suppliers of pr-ime contractors responsible for the delivery of
umaior end-items such as alic aft. ruiisotiles, -ships. and tanks. The value-added data
also served as a basis for esti matirgempleyment from Census industry-wide employtnent/
value-added ratios.'

With respect '~the nonprocurement appropriation categories, the research effort
was loss Intensive. Generally the procedure Involved an Identlification of the Industry
responsible for completion of the fin-il product or service. Thereafter for reveral cate-
gories (resrarch. development, test, and evaluation (RDTE) and Mtilitary Assistance
7rogramn (MAP)] prototype distributions of industry, participation were borrowed from

.hu procurement analysis for applicahle hardware items, although in ether appropria-
iicns-c.g.. Operation and Maintenance (Ot-N)--Offlce of Business Economies (OBE) in-
terindustry coefficients pet-mitted assesqnment of lower-tier Impact.

In Vol 1. our research inethodology and results n-ir summnmrized in unclassified
form. Volume 11, devoted to cltailed 6ocumemttatlon of lntcruiediate calculations and
souice nmaterials for the procurement estimates, is classifled Secret.
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INrRODUCTION

Purpose

In recent years considerable concern has been expressed in business and
government circles about the economic repercussions of adjustments, particu-
larly downward adjustments, in defense spending. Of special interest has been
the effect of such spending changes on specific industries. The object of this
memorandum is to present a methodology that can-Identify these-defense-
oriented industries and measure their economic participation in terms of value
added and employment. Volume I presents (a) a description'of the estimating
technique, including model formulation; (b) summary results of industry im-
pact; and (c) evaluation of estimating methods and data sources with suggestions
for future avenues of study that may offer improvement. Volume 1I contains
the detailed documentation of data source and related research information for
the procurement section of the analysis.

Background
In the past the sourcesof.lnforma-ion-used-to-appraise fiuture industry

impact were typically drawn from existing DOD reports prepared for other
purposes. For example, the Programming System, which was introduced in
1961, contains considerable information on the costs of activating and operating
US military forces. In addition to an appraisal of current needs-detaled by
types of equipment, supplies, services, and facilities-the programming informa-
tion permits a significant forward look at these resource requirements by pre-
senting data 5years into the future (FYFSFP).' For purpose of industry analysis,
however, these data, as well as such other sources as prime contract aw.irds
and budget reports, are seriously incomplete. At best they can identify orly
the last link in the production chain, usually a prime contractor who performs
the final set of fabrication and assembly operations. As a result, the existing
information base tends to obscure the activities of subcontractors and other
suppliers whose- efforts-are essential in our modern interdependent industrial
system.

To overcome this handicap and uncover many of these hidden industrial
effects the Secretary of Defense early in 1964 initiated the Economic Impact
Project Shortly thereafter RAC was asked to devote research attention to
this subject.

The first phase of research, completed in December 1964, attempted to de-
velop new concepts, data sources, and methodology that would serve this pur-
pose. In addition, rough estimates of industry impact were prepared, identify-
ing a wide range of industries whose production and employment stem directly
from defense spending. (These estimates, comprising a set of 20 detailed
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tables covering value added and employment by industry, were transmitted to
the Office of the Assistnnt Secretary of Defense.3 ) As a first attempt the re-
search effort was necessarily exploratory, and the resulting estimates are ac-

cordingly highly tentative. They. should be regarded as illustrative of the kind
of quick estimates' that can be obtained, given not only the assumptions involved
but als, the constraints of time and research manpower utilized.

Hypotheses and Guidelines

In defining the research problem the monitors of the study at the Pentagon

(OASD-Comptroller) suggested ground rules that affected the scope of the re-

search. First, the DOD FYFSFP (dated January 1964)1 was to be used as a. basic

framework; thus the initial measurement of defense impact would be confined:

solely to DOD activities. Other agencies, such as the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration (NASA) and the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), would

be outside RAC's area of interest.
The commitment to the FYFSFP serves several purposes. It ensures that

all economic activities of DOD (e.g., payrolls, maintenance, equipment pur-

chases) will be considered so as to exhaust the entire budget of roughly $50
billion. In addition program information was available for source material.
The appropriation breakdown, for example, permits the use of the major budget

categories (e.g., procurement, O&iIN) as provisional control totals, whereas the

program details assist in identifying and quantifying specific weapon systems

for.. cverAge-ananalys4s.-. These-provisional-eontro-tvtals-refer tu thlebudget**

estimates reported in terms of total obligational authority (TOA). As part of the

research, these dollar values vere later adjusted to reflect economic activity
In the yeir of occurrence rather than the year in which the Government's obli-
gational authority was granted.

Another criterion pertains to the measure of economic impact. Value

added was deemed the proper concept for impact measurements because of the

special interest in the contributions of suppliers below the prime contractor

level (e.g., so-called "second-order" effects). The value-added approach per-
mitted separate assessment of defense effort performed by lower-tier sup-
pliers of embodied inputs in many different industries. (Industry definitions used
in this study are those ot the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) system de-
veloped by the US Buregu of the Budget.) These effects could not be examined
by use of- other final product-measures (such as sales or shTpmentsy, and hence
these measures were considered inadequate for our purpose.

In general the study utilizes the Census concept of value added, which may
be defined roughly as the value of shipments less a number of specified pur-
chases such as subcontracts and other purchases of manufactured materials
and supplies, fuels, and electric energy. This definitior was modified for con-
venience of estimation in our contract analyses to include the total contract
price less purchases of materials embodied in the wennon system itself.

Early in the study, when RAC's investigation of -ontract records dis-
closed a technique for obtaining value-added estimates, the Office of the Secre-
tary of Defense (OSD) requested, in addition, that estimates for employment
(consistent with those for value added) be derived. Both of these measures
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were developc for each industry on a national basis only; regitooal,* occupa-
tional, and oither considerations were not part of our research objectives.

A third important aspect of the study was the emphasis on specialized
mi!t.ry hardware, that large and sensitive portion of DOD procurement whose
full industry impacts cannot be determined from published DOD or Census
sources. In order to analyze the procurement of major hardware Items in
depth, RAC suggested research by "prototyping" for a limited number of these.
The probing for value-added data would depend on research ability to penetrate
contract cost records of lower-tier suppliers. It was planned, assuming data
availability, to continue such penetration until roughly two-thirds to three-
fourths of value added could be located; the remaining value added that could
not be identified by industry would be left as an unallocated aggregate. With
respect to the nonprocurement categories (e.g., RDTE and O&M) OSD sug-
gested that a less intensive study would suffice; thus nn contract record search
for value-added data was contemplated. The effort in these areas was confined
in general to the use of rough estimating methods to obtain value-added esti-

mates based on the final product or service involved. Accordingly, secondary
sources of data and other broad-brush approaches were employed within the
time period available.

One final caveat pertains to the scope and meaning of economic impact.
In this study, impact is limited to industries (and individuals) supplying the
Defense Department with goods and services (final products as well as em-
bodied inputs). OSD asked that broader considerations such as the effect of
military spending on private investment or the impact-ol-r-espendingoafde'ense---
income payments on the economy at large be excluded from this initial study.

METHODOLOGY

As noted previously, major attention was given to the analysis of procure-
ment activities. As a result its methodolc,-" is, as one might expect, not only
more elaborate but also significantly different from that in other major seg-
ments of DOD expenditure. Only in the procurement categories were contract
records directly analyzed to obtain second-order effects. In other categories
a variety of shortcut procedures were utilized, e.g., SIC codes were based.
largely on product designations of line iterns,rnd value-added data were almost
entirely derived from. Census ratios. The descriptions of these-estimating ap-
proaches will be covered separately with a rather lengthy section for Procure-
ment and more abbreviated pieces for the nonprocurement categories. The
discussion is presented in the following order: (a) Procurement; (b) RDTE;
(c) O&M and Military Personnel; (d) Military Construction, Family Housing,
and Civil Defense; and (e) M:\P.

Procurement

In connection with specialized military equipment, a series of techniques
and operational procedures was developed. A model of these procedures and

*Attentioi to regional aspects of defense impact is being given un'rlr Projpc TV-4i,
an In-house effort of the DOD Cost and Economic Information System (CI-1S).



their sequence is presented in Fig. 1, which provides an overall view of the
translation of hardware requirements into injustrial impact. The major opera-
tional steps included in the model are (a) end-item classification, (b component
derivation and weighting, (c) industry value-added analysis, (d) time-phasing,
and (e) employment computation. The outputs of the model are estimates of
value added and employment by industry for each of the equipment groups and
also for total procurement. The model's operational steps, including imple-
menta',ion, are described separately later.

End-Item Classification. The first step involved assignment into generic
categories of some 800 different items of equipment in the FYFSFP Materiel
Annex-a shopping list of every procurement item with TOA in excess of $2
million during any of the program years. About three-fourths of the Annex
items (in terms of number) are highly specialized military products defined
in this study as goods for which there are no close civilian counterparts (e.g.,
Minuteman missiles, ,160 tanks). The remaining annex items comprise con-
ventional-type products, such as specified kinds of trucks and construction
machinery.

Since the objective was to prelare a quizk appraisal of industrial impact,
Individual attention to some 800 items was not practical; instead the 800 items
were classified for sampling purposes into 13 groups. Criteria for degree of
classification detail were dollar importance of the classes and expected homo-
geneitycf industry impact. Attempts were made to avoid working with classes
of little economic importance but also to avoid putting into a single class im-
portant Items whose economic impacts were expected to le very different. In
some cases-missiles and torpedoes-the groups were all-inclusive since no
significant distinctions in terms of inuustry impact seemed to warrant their
segregation into subcategories. In other ca-ses-aircraft, ships, and ammunition-
subcategories were organized on the basis of general mission or type of weapon
system. For example, it seemed appropriaLc to assign Materiel Annex items of
aircraft to One of three distinct types, e.g., either fighters, helicopters, or trans-
port ar.d utility. The distinction in the ship category was surface type versus
submarine; in ammunition the Annex Items were classified in terms of large or
small caliber. A listing of each group and the Annex items assigned to them Is
given in the next chapter.

Of the 13 groups, 12 were for specialized hardware items and the final
one was a catchall of civiltian-tipe items and other items that could not be placed
In one of the specialized groups. In general the Materiel Annex items could be
assigned readily to one group or another. !n some cases an item was allocated
among several groups; e.g., aircraft spare parts were distributed among all
three types of aircraft. In all cases, TOA .was aggregated for each group and
for every fiscal year from 1963 to 1969.

Component Derivation and Weighting. Next the focus of attention was
stepped down one level from the .weapq on system itself to its major subsystems
or components. For each major equipment category, a classification into major
components was made. In later steps, industry impacts would be calculated for
these Conipor.ents rather than for the equipment items themselves. The reason
for this was twofold.

First, the use of major conponents in -reased sampling accuracy. Using
aircraft as aii example, the budget data-whiel, are available for each aircraft

6
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type and model-were distributed In four rategories: airframe, engine, elec-
tronics, and other components. For each of the years covered by the analysis
the dollar values by aircraft model wore aggregated in order to provide a set
of uweights." These annual weights were in turn used to combine the industry
value-added distributions for each of the exemplar components." This technique
permits reflection of annual changes in product mix within equipment groups,
In terms of aircraft and other- weapon systems with differing major subsystem

* : . l * poportions. Moreover, the magnitude of each component aggregation condi-
tions the selection of contracts for ."tudy In the contract analysis. For l:arge
component categories, several contracts may be analyzed in order to obtain
representative distributions of value added.

- Second, the Government's contractual arrangement with the private firm
typically takes place at the component level. For example, acquisition of fighter

* aircraft usually involves separate direct purchases by the Government of the
airframe, the engine, and literally hundreds of other equipment items. Gener-
ally these items are fabricated by a large number of independent firms. This
arrangement betwedn the Government and its prime contractors should not be
confused with the very dependent relations prevailing between each of these
primes and its own suppliers of fabricated and raw materials.

Industry Value-Added Analysis. The third step in the process, the con-
tract analysis, is the key element and a major innovative feature of the study.
The purpose of the contract effoirt is to find suitable value-added information
at the company or plant level. Prior to the search for value-added data, sev-
eral-.preHiinarrdecstns-r.ated to-Steps 1anc?2-were required Wifliffeac..
of the groups of like items, ai prototype item -,vas selected as the exemplar for
all others of its type (e.g., Iroquois helicopter, F-4 fighter aircraft-see Table
1). Selections were basd both on the relative size of the item and on the avail-
ability of contract data for the prototype item. When contract data were lack-
ing, another prototype had to be chosen. In one case, for example, a prelimi-
nary decision to include a separate bomb group had to be overturned because

TABLE I

Procurement Groups and Exemplars

Procurement group Exemplar for group

Ilelicopters UlII B/D Iroquois
Fighter aircraft F/RF-IB/C Phantom
Transport and'utility aircraft C-141A Starlifter
Missiles Polaris A-3
Surface ships Destroyer escort
Submarines SSN
Combat vehicles M60A! tank
Specialized support vehicles GOER vehicles (8-ton)
Torpedoes, mines, and bombs Mk 46 torpedo
Large-caliber ammunition 105-ram M156 cartridge
Small-caliber ammunition 7.62-mm cartridge
Electronics and communications -1121, components and others
Civilian-type procurement Interindlustry sectors

9



of Insufficient contract information on the SnakeyI and Walleye systems. In
the final analysis, bombs and mine items were combined with torpedoes Into
a major group with the Mark 46 torpedo as the prototype for all three types
of weapons.

As noted previously the selection of contract data was guided by the budget
breakdowns examined in step 2. When no component data were available for a
weapon system, a single contract covering these components had to suffice. In
other cases it was necessary to examine separate contracts for these compo-
nents. In the F-4 aircraft analysis 4 searches were made in six separate con-
tracts, one each for the airframe and the engine, and two each in electronics
and other components.

In the contract analysis the prototype and/or Its components were .traced
to the procurement records in each of the services. Attention was focused on
"make or buy* information covering prime contractors and, where possible,
second-tier and third-tier suppliers. Contract information was examined to
distinguish between In-house effort (including overhead and profit) and the
purchases of embodied materials from other suppliers, usually subcontractors,
vendors of parts, and raw-material suppliers. The latter Information wa3 also
searched for similar breakdowns of effort. These data were usually found In
contractor proposals, reporting-form submissions, and negotiation analyses.
In a few cases the plants were contacted directly for information.

Identification of the product supplied and the plant's name and place of
performance provided information needed for industry coding. The primary
sources of Ind,,stry c sificton-infor4-ation--were-Dun-td-radst -c t .-...
ence Book,5 Fortune Plant and Product Directory, Poor's Register of Directors, T

and the Thomas Regtster of American Manufacturers." In general, coding pro-
cedures tended to emphasize in accordance with SIC convention establishment
rather than product coding. In other cases the information made availableby
contractors or in contract recordg could be coded only on a product basis." 10

On completion of the contract search the value-added data-pertaining toa particular component of the weapon system-were compiled. Samples of pur-
chase items within specified categories of subcontracts, purchased parts, and
raw materials were blown up to control totals shown in the contract records
for these categories. The goal of the contract analysis was a distribution of
value added by industry for the entire component. Frequently, however, con-
tract records permitted plant and/or product identification of shipments or-

les but not value added. For these, Industry-wide ratios (of value added to
', hipments) were derived from the Census 1962 Annual Survey of Manufactures,"

nd these ratios were applied to contract purchase values in order to obtain an
timated value added. Both value-added distributions were then combined by
dustry. Where no identification of supplying plant, product, or industry was
ssible, the value-added amount was shown as unallocated and kept apart from

i.e industry data. After industry-value-added distributions for all of the corn-
p nent categories had been completed, they were ready for combination into a
sligle distribution for the entire exemplar weapon system. The weights for
c .nbining these component distributions were developed from backup informa-
ti(n earlier in step 2. Table 2 presents the percentage of value added for each.
ex~mplar weapon system obtained directly from contract records, i.e., without'
sanpling or use of Census value added/shipments ratios.

10
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The tracingls or pur'chases throtigh priniary and secondary production tiers
bears a resemblance to the development of Interindustry Input vectors. As
such, It Is a contribution to a Leontief input-output mnodel that Is a general
statement of the Interdependencies of all Industries Ili the economy. The most
recent standard Leontief model of the US (developed by the ODE for the year
1958) Is highly aggregatuve; Its industry sectors are on a 2- to 3-digit SIC basis

TABLE 2

Percentage of Exemplar Value Added Obtained
Directly from Contract Data

(Witlout xn.,plinq, or use of Census value added ratios)

%of total value added
olbtaincd directly from

Exemplar contract records

Iroquois Ull113/D 419
F-4 68
C- 141 A 6
Polaris 76
DF, 42
SSN 52
M6OA1 tasnk 55

%lk 416 torpedo 70
105-mm cartridge 57
7.62-mm cartridge 59

'aulue added from contract records adusted by use of Dept of
Commerce interinduistry data.

so that speciaize d military equipment industries are largely obscured. Con-
sequently RAC's detailedt investigation of military- hardware-generating in-
dtistries suppfemnents the infnirmtional base and contributes to a fuller under-
standing of this portion of the economy. Since the ODE interindustry model is
more applicable In the nonspecialized defense demand, the model's value-added
coefficients could be utilized to estimate the industry .mpact of civilian-type items.

Tinre-Phasing Process. Step 4 in the procedure involves the time-phasing
process. Sinice FYFSFP data are in TOA form, they reflect tundings that often
considerably precede the time w.hen goods and services are produced. A rough
estimating te6hnique was developed to lag the TOP. dollar amounts to simulate
payments to individuals an.d firhis for efforts parformed in the production
process. Sources of data included lead-time (administrative and production)
estimates for specifiedl items of equipment shown in the wveapons dictionary1 '
portion of the Materiel Annex. Ini addition, several DOD reporting systems, the
DD- 690 ~.dtcDD- 1177, cotitained clues considered useful for -lagging purposes.
The first source provides informaion on the distribution of Government ex-
peNnditures by year of TOA so that one can determine the number of years



required to expend a given year's TOA. The second source (DD-1177) dis- "
closes contract records of costs incurred by prime contractors (for a limited
number Of Navy items). This source also provided information on the duration
of cost experience as well as a measure of the volume by year. The DD-1177
experience for airc'aft, for example, indicates a work period of 3, years with
a relatively minor amount in the last year when final delivery and Navy accept-
ance of the aircraft occurred. As a first approximation, the contract dollar
amount was distributed for these 3 years on the basis of this experience. This
distribution was altered slightly toward a heavier proportion in the first year
to reflect the activities of lower-tier suppliers who provide off-the-shelf items,
which probably occur very early in the production cycle.

The time-phasing procedures that were finally developed varied by type
of specialized equipment. The shortest production period-2 years-wAs applied.
for specialized support vehicles, although periods of 4 and 5 years were utilized
for the two ship categories. The annual lagging patterns developed for each of
the equipment groups were applied to the TOA estimate so that new time-phased
estimates of incurred costs were obtained. These estimates were then dis-
tributed by industry according to the value-added proportions developed above
in step 3.

Employment Computation. The final step (5) in the measurement process
involves the development of employment estimates. In general the procedure
involved the computation of industry-wide ratios (of employment to value added):
primarily from the 1962 Census Survey of Manufactures. 1 For nonmanufacturing
lndustrtes-other sources frncruiffig Statistics of Income-(ERS) and National In-"
come's (OBE) were employed to approach an employment estimate. These ratios
were then -applied to the value-added data for all years to derive industry esti-
mates of employment.

RDTE

The RDTE analysis involved eAamination of program element data from
the FYFSFP and financial breakdowns of program elements contained in Tech-
nical Development Plans (TDP) and other service sources. In addition a major
source of information was National Science Foundation (NSF) data classifying
research funds by type of performer, which permitted allocation of research
funds to profit-making firms, educational institutions, military research In-
stallations, etc. In order to estimate the value added for thesevarious-acttv-o
ities, rough assumptions were made concerning the proportions of government
in-house research and purchases of equipment. Where fabrication of test or
development models was involved, the industry value-added distributions for
applicable procur -rent exemplars (e.g., aircraft, missiles) were utilized. A
more detailed discussion of these procedures follows.

Two sources of data were utilized to obtain detailed breakdowns of RDTE
in FY64. The FYFSFP presents TOA distributed by branch of service and
RDTE category. The other body of information comes from the NSF, which
publishes research and development data for DOD and for the individual services.
NSF, data are distributed by type of organization performing the research andde-
velopment(R&D) (hereafter referred to as "performer groups"). Cross-tabulation
of these-two bodies of data provided a matrix within which the detailed allocation
of RDTE funds to SIC industries was accomplished (see Table 3).

12 -
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Thc NSF data are not broken down by performer group for any of the
components of RDTE except basic research. DOD's category "Research' Is
more extensive in coverage than basic research. However, the magnitudes of
the two categories are sufficiently close to permit the application of the NSF
basic research percentage distribution to performer groups for breaking down
the DOD research category. The resulting estimates for research by performer
group are shown in row I of the cross-tabulation.

Among the performer groups, three were analyzed simply. The foreign
group total was estimated and then excluded from further consideration. All.
RDTE reported under "Educational Institutions" was coded to SIC 8221, "Col-
leges, universities, and professional schools," and that under "Other Non-
profit Organizations" to SIC 8921, "Nonprofit educational and scientiflc re-
search agencies." A ratio of value added to sales of 90 percent was applied
to the estimated contract values to determine the impact on those two industrieg.
That ratio and the employment-value-added ratios used to estimate employment
were derived from OBE and IRS data. The remaining performer groups, the
Intragovernmental and the Profit Organizations groups, required further break-
down before SIC industry coding was possible. The precess of breaking them
down required first the estimation of entries of rows 2, 3, and 4 of Table 3.
Methods of estimating the required entries are indicated briefly below. Under-
lined headings relate to the cross-tabulation.

Cottumf-l-i Intragovernmental. The annual RDTE budget as published by
the Bureau of the Budget presents obligations data by object classiftetion-( ... .
by types of services and articles purchased). For the RDTE appropriation the
object classes may be divided into two groups:

(a) Object classes representing support to DOD-performed RDTE, in-
cluding personnel compensation and benefits; travel and transportation; rent,
utilities, and ccmmunications; and printing and reproduction.

(b) The "Other services" object class, which includes RDTE contracts
performed outside of DOD as well as some services supporting DOD-performed
RDTE. Thus, the DOD-performed portion of "Other services" was derived for
FY64 as shown in the accompanying tabulation.

Cost, millions
Object class of dollars

Intragovernmental RDTE 1570.7
Total RDTE obligations-group a object classes 1053.6

Balance (other services supporting DOD-
performed RDTE) 517.1

A finer distribution for DOD-performed RDTE was derived by means of an
Air Force object classification that subdivides the Bureau of the Budget object
classes into considerable detail.

Row 3, Advanced, Engineering, and Operational Systems Development.
The part of advanced, engineering, and operational systems development that
was performed by Profit organizations constituted nearly 90 percent of this
category and 60 percent of all Defense RDTE in FY64. Coding of that portion
of SIC industries was facilitated by the use of descriptive information from DD
Forms 613 and from TDPs. The bulk of this category comes within four major
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groups, namely, Space, Missiles, Aircraft, and Electronics. For these groups
the TDPs of certain large systems "ere used for distributing the costs to
codable components. For example, the Space group was divided into the booster
component and certain smaller components. The missiles and aircraft groups
are divided into cost groups such as design and aerospace ground equipment.
Missiles were also broken down into ground electronics, computation, and the
missile itself.

Use was made of applicable procurement prototype information for trans-
lating the hardware costs into value added by SIC industry. In the absence of a
definite percentage breakdown, the portion of this category assigned to Profit
organizations wvas arbitrarUy divided Into two equal parts, one iepresenting
design and testing costs and the other hardware fabrication costs. The first
part ,was assumed to be 100 percent value added by the contracting industry,
although value-added ratios and employment ratios computed for the fabrica-
tion were derived from contracto? data and from the Census Bureau's 1962
Annual Survey of Manufactures. 1'

Time-phasing adjustments were applied only to that part of Advanced,
Engineering, and Operational Systems Development that was performed by
Profit organizations. The time-phasing estimates were based largely on In-
formation derived from the DD Fornis-690.

Row 2, Exploratory Development. This category was assigned to SIC
codes on the basis of descriptive program-element material In the FYFSFP
and DD Forms 613. The Army portion under the education and other nonprofit
groups was assigned entirely to Exploratory Development on the advice of the
Office, Chief of Research and Development (OCRD) personnel.

The Navy's Exploratory Development on ships and weapons was assigned
to' the Intragovernmental groups, and aircraft was assigned one-third to Intra-
governmental and two-thirds to the Profit group. Electronics was assigned to
the Profit group.

The percentages of the services' Exploratory Development assigned to
the Profit group are shown in the accompanying tabulation. In general the as-
signed SIC codes related to major products that could be associated with spe-
cific program elements. The dollar figures were assumed to be 100 percent
value added because of the nonhardware nature of the activity.

Percentage of each service
Branch of service Industries total assigned to Profit group

Army 18 35
Navy 3 30
Air Force 4 41

Row 4, Management and Support. Coding of this category was accom-
plished by the direct classification of line items from the FYFSFP and an
analysis of Army installations. The latter study revealed that Army Manage-
ment and Support activity was almost completely in-house, so that the extra-
governmental funds were attributed entirely to Navy, Air Force, and other
DOD activities.
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T -Projection, Estimates for FY65-FY69 were based on information in
DPs for future costs by program element. Such information was available

for a number of systems Ini the Advanced, Engineering, and Operational Sys-
tems Development programs. Where such TDP information was not available,
relative distributions to SIC industries were maintained within each service
and IDTE category total.

O&M and Military Personnel

In the categories O&M and Military Personnel the aralysis of Industry
impact depends largely on industry information developod from prime contract
awards and industrial-funded activities of the military services. In general,
an attempt was made to identify the portion attributable to O&M and Military
Personnel of these general data sources. Second-order effects for a dozen
major Items of expenditure (e.g., petroleum and equipment repairs) were
assessed by means of Interindustry coefficients developed by OBE. Value-
added estimates were derived from industry-wide statistics of Census, IRS,
and OBE. FY63 was analyzed in detail because both budget object class and
prime contract awards data were available for that year. The distributions
based on these data were maintained for all years under consideration.

Control Totals. Budget control totals used for both O&M and Military
Personnel appropriations were the direct obligations for FY63. 13 These totals,
distributed by the object classification of the Bureau of the Budget," are the
most convenient first subdivision of the O&M and Military- Personnetbudget-.........
because-th-ey are 11road- groupings of goods and services into which can be fitted.
reasonably distinct industry categories consistent with the SIC used by the
Bureau of the Budget, the Department of Commerce, and other agencies. 20 '2 '
Table 4 shows the object class structure of the two sets of accounts.

TABLE 4
Percentage Distribution of Direct Obligations by Object Class, FY63

Object .Ail;tary
number Class personnel O&M

11 Personnel conmpensatinn and benefits 89.0 38.0
'20" Transportation 5.9 7.4
23 Rent, utilities, and communications - 5.8
24, 25 Printing, reproduction, anf.' other services 0.3 21.3
26 Supplies and materials 4.7 22.2
31 Equipment - 1.9
32 Lands and structures - -
41-.4 All other O.I 0.1

Total direct
obligations 100.0 100.0

Prime Contract Awards Data. The prime contract awards data compiled
within OSD constitute a major source of information for the identification of
goods and services purchased for the several appropriation accounts. This
information, for FY63, has been coded to product or service classes according
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to thc Federal Supply Classification (FSC) system,22 from DD For in350, "In-
dividual Procurement Action Report."

Assignment of specific classes of goods and services to the O&M and the
Military Personnel appropriation accounts was based on budget descriptions
of programs and DOD sourceb indicating the nature of activities charged to
them. All contract a-ards assigned to O&M and Military Personnel were also
grouped into object classes for the purpose of matching against the direct
obligations. Comparisons of prime contract awards by object class with the
direct obligations from the 1965 Budget document were made to indicate the
direct obligations for each object class that cannot be assigned to prime con-
tract awards. The obligtions that cannot be assigned to prime contract awards

include such itc:ns as personnel compensation and benefits; contract awards of
less than $10,000; direct payments to military and civilian personnel to cover
per diem and incidental expenses incurred while in travel status; purchases
made outside DOD without formal contracts (e.g., some utilities, payments to
private hospitals or physicians for dependent care, or payments to nonserv'ice
schools for training of military personnel); and contract awards to industrial
funded DOD activities such as naval shipyards, arsenals, Military Sea Trans-
portation Service (MSTS), Military Air Transport Service (MATS), Army trans-
portation terminals, and naval base facilities. Personnel compensation and
benefits account for nearly two-thirds of the total direct obligations not covered
by contract awards data for O&M and for about 95 percent in the Military Per-
sonneI account. The balance is largely purchases from industrial fund activi-
ttes--(r'ore than 50'p-ercent) and direct payments to individual DOD personnel,
other than compensation and benefits.

Coding to SIC Industries. The contract awards data given in the Institute
for Defense Analyses document previously cited22 are distributed by 4-digit
FSC codes. Detailed item lists" showing all items included within each 4-digit
FSC product code were used as a guide in the determination of the SIC industry
(or industries) to which the contract items were recoded. All of the O&M and
Military Personnel contract awards, referred to previously, were recoded with
the assistance of the FSC code item lists. The recoding of contract awards was
essentially on a product basis; however, the SIC codes used are industry codes
with which the products correspond.

The compensation and benefits (object class 10) for both military person-
nel and DOD civilian personnel were coded to SIC industry 9190, "Federal
Government-Regular Government Functions." The average number of civilian
DOD employees was obtained from the 1965 US budget, and the average number
of milit~sry personnel was estimated from year-end data supplied by OSD.

Coding of the industrial funded suppliers was on an establishment rather
than a product basis. The basic source of information on the industrial funded
establishments in FY63 was an OSD compilation 24 including two types of tables
that were useful in the ceding process; (a) statements of revenue and costs,
which showed total billings for the year, distributed by broad classes of goods
or services and by kind of establishment, and (b) summaries of revenue sources,
showing, for each kind of establishment, billings to the most in'portant consumer
appropriations. Each type of establishment was coded to a 4-digit SIC industry
on the basis of its primary product(s) or service(s), as indicated in the state-
ments of revenues and costs. The coding resulting from this procedure is
shown in Table 5.
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TABLE 5

SIC Coding of Government Establishments

Industrial mSIC industryIndusrial Kind of establishment
fund Code Title

Army Arsenals, laboratories, and 9119 Federal Govcrnment-Ordnance and
proving grounds accessories

Army Transportation terminals 91417 Federal Government-Transportation
serviceh

Army Depot maintenance activities 9175 Federal Government-Automobile, repair,
automobile services, and garages

Army Depot maintenance activities 9176 Federal Cnvernment-Miscellaneous repair.
services

Army Pictorial center 9178 Federal Govcrnment-Motion pictures

Navy Aircrart maintenance 91372 Federal Government-Aircrart and parts
Navy Naval shipyards 91373 Federal Government-Ship and boat building

and repairing
Navy Naval ordnance p!sires 9119 Federal Government-Ordnance and

accessories
Navy Navy publications and 9127 Federal Government-Printiog. publishing,

printing services and allied industries

Nax)L. Naval xersarch_acVitie 9189 Federal Government-Miscellaneous ..

services
Navy Naval base service activities 9135 Federal Govcrnment-Machinery, except

electrical

Navy MSTS 91,44 Federal Government-Wlater transportation
Air Force Printing and duplicating 9127 Fede ' Government-Printing. publishing,

services and allied industries

Air Force Laundry and dry cleaning 9172 Federal Government-Personal services
services

Air Force MATS 9145 Federal Government-Transportation by
air

Estimation of Value Added and Employment. First-order value added
was .derived by applying Census industry-wide ratios (of value added to ship-
ments) to contract awards by industry. Similarly, employment by industry
was estimated generally from Census ratios of employment to value added.

For manufacturing, industries data were available in the 1962 Annual
Survey of Manufactures. Recent data on the mining industries had not yet be-
come available when these estimates were made. (Some preliminary data
from the 1963 Censuses of Manufacturing and Mining have since been pub-
lished.) Consequently, data on these industries were taken from the 1958
Census of Mineral Industries. ' . . "

Estimates for industries other than manufacturing and mining (e.g.,
agriculture, trade, services, transportation, and utilities) were made pri-
marily from two sources: (a) Survey of Current Business, July 1964 (national
income number),2 e OBE; and (b) "Statistics of Income, 1961-1962-US Business
Tax Returns," IRS, 1964."
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National incme data from source a wore combined with RS data from
source b for comparable industry groups in order to derive estimates of value
added, supplemented by information obtained from source b on depreciation,
rent paid, bad debts, and repairs.

The industrial funded DOD enterprises were treated substantially like
their privately owned counterparts. Consequently, value added and employ-
ment ratios for the DOD enterprises were assumed to be the same as for- the
civilian enterprises producing the same goods or services.

Second-order impact was derived using the interindustry coefficients for
1958 developed by OBE. For this purpose 4-digit SIC codes were aggregated
to match the OBE classification.

•The industry impact was traced by these methods to 266 SIC industries
for O&M and to 137 industries for Military Personnel. The estimates were
consolidated into 50 groups of SIC industries.

Projection to 1969. Investigation of the O&M and Military Personnel ac-
counts for several recent years revealed (a) considerable stability in the per-
centage distributions of the annual direct obligations among the object classes,
(b) a small carry-over of unobligated balances (1 to 2 percent) relative to total
obligations in each year, and (c) a relatively stable carry-over in unpaid obli-
gations it the end of each year. It was-assumed, on the basis of these indicators,
that tihe economic impact of the O&M and Military Personnel accounts occurs
in the year of obligation of the funds. Therefore no timing adjustments were made.

TOA was assumed to be equal to 'economic impact in each year of the period
1963-1969, and the value added and employrment distributions among-spplying_ .........
industries were assumed constant. TOA for FY63-FY69 was taken from the
FYFSFP.

27 -2 9

Military Construction, Family Housing, and Civil Defense

These accounts were grouped to save time as well as to put similar
functions together.

TOA for each account in FY63-FY65 was taken from the 1965 budget.'8

Projected TOA for FY66-FY69 are based on FYFSFP documents.
DOD civilian personnel data, as well as data on- compensation and benefits

for FY63, FY64, and FY65, were obtained from the 1965 budget and coded to
SIC 9190. Projections for 1966-1969 were based on TOA projections and the
relative sizes of TOA and personnel in 1963-1965. It was assumed that TOA
and industrial impact were concurrent.

Family Housing obligations for operating and leasing expenses, debt pay-
ment, and mort,age-insurance payments were coded, respectively, to SIC
industries 6500, 6100, and 6400. The obligations data covering 1963-1965 foi
these programs were taken from the 1965 budget, and the 1966-1969 projec-
tions were related to TOA projections and the relative sizes of TOA and per-
sonnel in 1963-1965. It was assumed that TOA and industrial impact were
concurrent.

The construction programs in these appropriations were allocated and
coded to SIC industries by means of a set of input coefficients derived from
OBE data showiing the structure and magnitude of purchases for military con-
struction in 1958. (Worksheets were made available by staff members of the
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OBE, National Economics Division.) The technique used to code to SIC in-
dustries was similar to that described above for the second-order impact of

O&M and Military Personnel. However, the erratic nature of construction
volume, overtime, and the length of the construction period required the use
of a time-phasing system for this portion of the appropriations.

A time-phasing technique was developed that reflects (a) information
supplied by DOD personnel on the time relation of construction activity to the
obligation of funds and (b) the technical sequence of construction processes.
DOD sources Indicated a 3-year impact period for the bulk of military con-
struction, beginning with the year of fund oblignition. A reasonable distribution
of economic activity related to military construction appears, on average, to
be as shown in the accompanying tabulation.

Year % of impact

Year of fund obligation (y) 30
y+1 60
y+2 10

Total 100

As stated above, the set of coefficients that were de% eloped for military
construction identify supplying industries. The supplying industries were as-
sfgnedtO t ie fmpacf years y, y • I, and y + 2 as follows: (a) to year y, all
industries supplying inputs to military construction in the form of crude ma-
terials, equipment, and services for use in activities preparatory to basic
construction activity; (b) to year y 4 1, industries performing services roughly
coincident with the basic construction activity or producing materials and

equipment preparatory to the finishing construction processes; and (c) to year
y + 2, industries whose materials or services would likely be produced coin-

cident with the performance of the finishing construction work.
Table 6 shows the assignment of supplying industries, mith their SIC

codes and input coefficients.
The implied balance In the percentages of year y to be assigned to the

construction industries Is shown in the accompanying tabulation.

Year
Area I

y y 2 ~
Obligations for construction 30.000 60.000 10.000
Inputs from outside construction industry 25.069 20.633 2,934

Value added by coi.struclion industry 4.931 39.367 7.066

The total ccnstruction value added was arbitrarily assigned to three in-
dustries in the percentages shown in the accompanying tabulation.

SIC industry Il

1511 (General building contraclors 60
1600 (Construction other than building

construction, general contractors) 30
1700 (Construction-spccial trade contractors) 10
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TABLE 6

Time-Phased Inputs to tdIilcry Construction, Initioled in Year y,
by Suapplying Industry and Relorie. Input Volume
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The data computed for the three construction industries were In value-
added terms. Also, the compensation and benefits of the civilian DOD peAP)n-
nel (SIC 9190) were recoded as value added. However, inputs to construction
from supplying industries represent gross production. Value added was esti-
mated from these figures by the methods described above for O&M and Mili-
tary Personnel. Similarly, the employment for all industries (except SIC
9190) was estimated by the methods described for O&M and Military Construction.

Military Assistance Program (MAP)

The MAP estimates represent an extremely crude first approach to
measurement of economic impact for this program. A number of obvious
problems have been ignored for the present because of time limitations.

The methodology used in this phase consists of the following steps:
(1) Obligations for FY63 were totaled from the MAP report [DD Compt

(M) 355130 for the following classes of goods and services, accounting in the
aggregate for about two-thirds of TOA:* (a) ai,'craft; (b) ships; (c) combat
vehicles; (d) support vehicles; (e) ammunition; (f) guided missiles; (g) elec-
tronic and communication equipment; (h) construction equipment; (i) technical
assistance; (j) transportation; and (k) packig, crating, handling, and loading.

(2) The allocation of total value for 6-line items, namely, aircraft, corn-
bat vehicles, support vehicles, ammunition, guided missiles, and electronics
to a few Industries accounts for the preponderance of their values added In
the ino,, tat ... en. section of-ttrts report.

(3) For the other line Items-ships; construction equipment; transporta-
tion; technical assistance; and packing, crating, handling, and loading-value
added and employment were obtained by the method already outlined for O&M
and Military Personnel.

(4) No time-phasing was attempted for this account because no basis for
such an adjustment was available.

FINDINGS

As noted earlier, the study's objective was primarily rmethodological,
and the numerical results that were obtained served as a testing ground for
further refinement of our estimating techniques. The quantitative estimates
are therefore largely exploratory and should be regarded as a first aFproxi-
mation rather than a precise measurement of impact for each of the industries
covered. They are presented as illustrative of the types of results that these
techniques can yield. In order to keep Vol I unclassified, the illustrations are
confined to summary examples of out- estimates for the year 1963; in addition,
specific industry figures are combined by size groups or shown in percentage
ter ms to avoid disclosure. Classified data appear in Vol I1 and also in the
tables that were formally submitted to OSD."

"Procurement of new aircraft. ships, and mlsrilen Is cha'g.d to the Military As-
sistance Defense appropriation. Matc-riel suppllcd u,,dr lit, MA.I which is surplus
relative to the needs of US forces, is not cha'rged I tmis llpr( piatitn, c'ccpt for the
cost of rehabilitation and transportation.
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Defense Employment

For the purpose of summarizing the findings the 1963 employment for all
defense-generated activities, shown in the accompanying tabulation, was esti-
mated at 6.7 million persons. Of this total, private industries accounted for
3.2 million or 47 percent. It should be noted that the public sector Includes
both military and civilian personnel.

Activity Thousands of persons

DOD 3573
Private industries 3154

Total defense activities 6727

Within the private sector, more than 400 4-digit SIC industries were
identified. Table 7 indicates that the largest of these-aircraft (SIC 3721) and
electronic transmission and detection equipment (SIC 3662)-included respec-
tively more than 200,000 employees. Guided missiles (1925), and aircraft
engines and parts (3722) were In the next size category. The 19 top industries
accounted for 50 percent of private employment.

TABLE 7

Defense Employment in 1963: The Largest Private Industries

Employment,

SIC code Industry title thous of persons

3721 Aircraft > 200
3662 Electronic trnnsmission ar.ki Aetection equipment > 200
1925 Gui. ed missiles 100-200

3722 Aircrart engines and parts 100-200
3731 Shipbuilding and repairing 50-100
3679 Electronic components and accessories, n.e.c.
3729 Aircraft parts anti auxiliary equipment, n.e.c.
8'?21 Colleges and professional schools
3621 Electric motors and generators 50-100
7391 Research1. development, and testing labs 120-50
3811 Enginccring, laboratory, and scientific equipment
3571 Computing. and nccounting.machines
1511 General building contractors
1929 Ammunition, n.e.c.
8921 Nonprofit educational and scientific research
131'1 Crude petroleun and nataral gas
3674 Se.iico'Iductor (solid state) devices
3511 Stearn engine, turbines. generator set units
3599 Nonclectrical machinery. n.e.c. 20-50

In terms of the major budget categories (whose funds have h direct effect
on private employment) these industries participate in numerous economic
activities including research, production, and maintenance. It is clear from
the data shown in Table 8 that each industry produces goods and services that
are identified with a variety of budget functions and probably also with a sizable
number of weapons systems and other items of equipment.
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TABLE B

1963 Defense-Employment Size Classes, Selected Industdes,
by Major Budget Source'

Major budget SIC codeso:ource192 1' ;  3 6  1 3679 372 12, 2 1 3729 373) 1 3811
Procurerenl D B B A A A A A A 0
RDTE D A D A - H I C C 0 D
O&%l D 0 - - - 0 D - D 0
Military assistance - D D D D D D U - D

"Emplo yent in thot.and. ol people: A. 50 or nat; B. 25 t. 1.; C, 10 to 21; D, I to 10.

TABLE 9

Percentage Distribution of 1963 Value Added, by Industry,
for Selected Procurement Groups

IdtFighter a =rat Msiles Surface ships

IQ largest, by SIC 3721 29 3662 27 3731 30
3662 10 1925 17 3511 14
3679- 9 322 is 3662 3
3722 7 3621 10 3-$43 1
3729 6 3729 -. 3611 3
3811 S 3721 2 3519 3
3011 4 2892 2 3323 3
3399 2 7391 2 3312 2

3511 1 3679 1 199 2
3621 1 3674 I 3571 2

Subtot.I 74 79 71

Other idntitiied industriee 13 10 8
Unallocated 13 9 21

Total 100 10 100

a.ce Table 7 for industr) titled associated wth ahcse codes. C-1-s at .boan in "'T'hle 7 are:

1999. ordnnnee a"J aoceo-eeiee n. e. c.; 2892. explosives; 3011. tires and inner tubcs; 3312. blast
fumaces, steel rsorts. ad rol'iag mills; 3323. steel !aundries.

Procurement

In the analysis of procurement it is possible to view this participation
more explicitly by examining several selected equipment groups. Table 9 in-
dicates the proportion of employment in leading industries (on a 4-digit SIC
basis) generated by DOD purchases of each type of equipment.

The data in the table are illustrative of the industry patterns associated
with procurement of different types of equipment. In general, fur all equip-
ment groups, the top 10 Industries account for a large proportion of total
employment, from about 70 to 85 percent. The proportion for individual industries,
of course, should be regarded only as roughly indicative of their importance in
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each equipment group. The Industry percentage cannot be considered precise
because of the presence of the unallocated portion (ranging from 10 to 24 per-
cent, and also the frequency of 2- and 3-digit SIC categories among the roughly
400 codes that were covered. Furthermore the identification of industries de-
pended in large measure on the degree of probing of second- and third-tier
suppliers. Despite these handicaps and caveats it is not surpr.uLng that there
is concurrence of applit:able leading Industries within the aircraft, the Ship,
and ammunition groups. For example, within each of the three aircraft cate-
gories, SIC industries 3721, 3722, and 3729 (see Tnbl'a i for industry titles)
were, as expected, considerably important. Likewise, there Is milarity of
industries in the two hilp categories where 3731, 3662, and 3511 (see Table 7)
rank high.

As indicated in Table 9, the 10 largest industries v !re found to account
for a large proportion of value added and total employment (from 70 to 85 per-
cent) for each of the equipment groups. Below this level there was consider-
able diffusion of impact, with a large number of SIC industries involved, each
accounting for relatively small proportions of total value added and employ-
nient for the equipment group. Figure 2 illustrates this diffusion for the F-4
aircraft exemplar, showing value-added contributions identified to i0 SIC
industries.

TABLE 10
Percentage Distribution of Defense Emrg.jnr,nn

in 1963, by Procurement Cotegorp

Procurem-ent categories Oistribotlon, ,

Iwluhocr oircrdft

rl-. opl -, 3r ttit)
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- mt -" iM' 6ehicleab 3
-" C~iliao-i. w iteros 6

r010i pronor eloent 0
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t

ih ,cparole c rirr .<ct serc node.
l cu , 2 cxegorieo for ,shid'h ,cp,¢,rt csnr.,rco soero ntoje.

Another set Of statistics bears on the relative iminortance of c:1eh of these
equipment g-cups in the total procureincnt category. As noted earlier, these
play an importan1t pa.rt in the wkeighting Cf industry contributions. Table 10
presents these data for 1963; the proportions are of course not representative
of all y-ars covered in our analysts.
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LIITATIMNS AND SUGGESTIONS

The requirement for quick and crude estimates of defense impact im-
poses, as one might expect, certain limitations on the research process and
hence on the findings. The purpose of this section is to identify these limita-
tions so that they may be taken into consideration when the fioidings are ana-
lyzed and the overall task Is evaluated. In addition, it affords an opportunity
to select priorities among the research areas requiring improvement during
the subsequent research phases,*

The procurement prototypes absorbed our major research attention. The
assignment of 800 Materiel Annex items to one or another of 13 equipment
groups Involved an assumption that the prototype system or component that
was selected in each specialized equipment group is representative of all
items in Its group for purpose o, industrial impact. A problem quickly arose
of assigning certain items to particular groups. Quick judgments have to be
made for questions such as: Should torpedoes, bombs, and mines be In one
group? Should other explosives be included in this group? What military
items, if any, should bb gss'gned to the civilian-tyne group? One possible
solution to the problem of nonhomogeneity within a given group is to develop
additional specialized equipment categories.

Anrither problem in this area concerns the assumption of proportionality
for suoport items (e.g., spares, ground-handling equipment, and ground-support
equipment) to end items (e.g., aircraft, missiles). Not only were the dollar
values of the end items used for distributing the value of support items among
various types of aircraft and ships but also spares had to be distributed to the
weapon system's major components (e.g,, airframe, engines, electronics) using
end-item proportions. Given sufficient time, an intensive study of these sup-
port goods and services would be desirable to test the proportionality assump-
tion as well as to investigate the possibility of alternative approaches. This
type of analysis was scheduled for a later phase oi research during the Summer
of 1965.

Another problem concerns the budget backup data (described in step 2)
that provide breakdowns by component elements for weighting purposes. Tf a
new system entered the inventory in 1965, data were shown for that year. How-
ever, for new systems acquired after 1965, no budget backup data are available
so that the component mix for flulL,- years is in doubt. This is especially Im-
portant for components subject to rapid change (e.g., electronics). For several
items (e.g., torpedoes) budget backup data could net be found for any year. Fur-
thermore, when they were available, certain inconsistencies ..ere ncticcabIc.
Each of the services reported component breakdowns in a different manner in
several areas. Within a given service there seemed to be no uniformity of de-
tailed breakdown reporting; e.g., unlike other missiles the Pershing data in-
cluded no value for airframe.

*In addition to the research limitations discussed below. there were a number of
administrative constraints affecting the project. For exaniple, in establishing liaison
with one of the services a.nd salidatlng our "need to lnow," w had to s, ulate in ad-
vance the weapons systems to be studied. We were thus. In effect, 'locaed-in" on a set
of equipment items for which contract and budget backup data could be obtained. An
attempt to avoid such a narrowly construed scope of interc k In faN or of a broader
charter of study appears advisable.
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A number of flaws in the contract analysis may be classified under the
general rubric of sampling. In the selection of contracts for analysis of
Industry value-added dIstributions, there was usually no problem of identify-
Ing the proper contract for the major element (e.g., airframe, engine). For
other components (e.g., electronics) the choice of sample Items from the uni-
verse of all government-furnished equipment (GFE) electronics was often
based on little evidence concerning their representativeness for impact pur-
poses, in the absence of complete listings of all relevant items. Occasionally
listings were available from several sources, e.g., Government Furnished
Aircraft Equipment Requirement Schedule (Form DD-610), and the Budget,
Planning, and Programming Guide (BPPG); however, time did not permit ex-
tensive searches for such forms. Many of these were apparently not available
in Washington.

A similar situation prevailed in selecting suppl),Ing plants within a-par-
ticular contract. Only the larger of many suppliers (of say raw materials or
parts) were studied. This also could have led to biased results.

A limitation with respect to data sources relates to the fact that contractor-
supplied information was occasionally in error. Wrong firm names and addresses
were offered and a considerable amount of effort was made to identify several of
these correctly from public sources.

The search for data, pursuant to the general ground rule of reaching two-
thirds to three-fourths of value added, resulted in different degrees of probing
among contracts. In one case the required level of value added was reached by
going no deeper than the second tier. fn. other cases, third- and fourth-tier-..
levels were examined.

Another issue pertains to the differences in definition of value added. In
the contract analysis, nonembodied inputs are included as overhead items and,
therefore, in value added. These estimates are combined with noncontract
estimates of value added obtained from Census ratios, which defined value
added to exclude these nonembodied inputs. It is planned in the next "go-round"
to adjust the value-added estimates to approximate the Census definition. Fur-
thermore the Census ratios are based on industry-wide proportions, and these
may be out of line with the proportions for military goods even in the same in-
dustry. It is hoped that the results of the 1963 Census survey of defense-oriented
industries (MA-175) will provide help in this matter.

When contracts included multiple items it became difficult to segregate the
industry impact of one of them (e.g., fire-control director) from others of the
same contract (e.g., radios).

With respect to coding, several features have already been mentioned.
Perhaps they may be reiterated here. Because of the disparate forms of avail-
able data, a mix of product and establishment (plant) coding had to be used.
This is prevalent not only in Procurement, but also in RDTE and O&M. For
example, in O&M the line-item designattons of prime contract awards were
coded on a product basis, whereas industrial funded activities of DOD (e.g.,
arsenals, shipyards) could be coded only on an establishment basis.

Another coding problem relates to the Census rule against disclosure of
establishment SIC codes. In order to simulate the Census code, sources such
as Dun and Bradstreet, Fortune, and Poor's were utilized. These sources were
occasionally inconsistent among themselves in the -way they coded particular
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establishments. One way of ascertaining the possible distortion involved here
would be to request Census to .-:'n a test comparison of a large sample of
our codes.

Another problem affecting coding relates to the level of aggregation of
our sources. When OBE Interindustry sectors were used (as in the case of
civilian-type procurement items, O&M and Military Personnel), data beyond
second-digit details were often not available. In addition, incomplete identifi-
cation of products in contract records prevented 4-digit classification in some
cases. Accordingly, there is a mixture of 2-digit, 3-digit, and 4-digit codes
in our final summary tables. Although the employment and value-added figures
for these are not duplicative, some ad,,stment ought to be made to put them on
a 4-digit basis, perhaps by further study of unpublished input-output worksheets.

In O&M and Military Personnel, where prime contract award data were
employed, it became necessary to convert these data from FSC codes to the
SIC basis. The conversion is approximate since no accurate conversion tech-
niques apparently exist. The development of such techniques through sampling
and other procedures is required. It is expected that a future research assign-
ment will improve this conversion capability.

The study's time-phasing procedure was carried out in a highly aggre-
gatel manner based partly on data from DD-690

'
° 

and DD-1177"' and selected
budgetary and Weapons DictionaryL information dealing with administrative
and production lead-times. Accordingly the general factors used to time-phase
the TOA numbers are highly tentative. In addition, in the absence of readily
avaAble TOA datato-r I yeats prior to 1963 the prime contract award series,
by type of major equipment, was used to exvtrapolate the TOA back to earlier
years in order to reflect time-phased impacts for long lead-time groups of
items. It is recognized that conceptually the contract award series is some-
what different from TOA.

Another major defect of the time-phasing process is that in procure-
ment groups the same time of impact has been assumed for all industries in a
given prototype analysis. It is clear that the time of impact for a raw material
industry would be different from that of an industry concerned largely with
fabrication and assembly. In addition, some distinction should be made for
differential time-ph;sing by major components; it is planned to incorporate
this improvement in the next research phase.

In general, these comments suggested the need for study in depth of sev-
eral weapon systems and perhaps in several different budgetary accounts in
order to develop a more reasonable time-phasing procedure. In the follow-on
phase of research, this procedure was carried out for the procurement proto-
types that contained componrnt breakdowns.

In general, the final results do not divide goods and services produced
outside the US. In some accounts (e.g., RDTE) an attempt was made in work-
sheets to keep these data separate. Although the problem is relatively small,
there may be some need for identifying the net domestic impact.

Our study of DOD civilian personnel, completed shortly after the impact
estimates described in this paper, contains separate estimates for Industrial-
funded activities (e.g., arsenals, shipyards). These estimates of value added

-and employment, classified according to their primary industrial-type activity
and also to budgetary source of funds (e.g., O&M, Procurement), provide ad-
ditional detail in the Government section.
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Another problem relates to the handling of SIC industry b512, "Operatorx
of nonresidential buildings." Information received after the final tables were
completed suggests that our data source-namely, the contract awards series-
was in error since the activities coded here include such services as contract
engineers for service on the distant early warning (DEV) line. Proper coding
would probably substitute several other industries, mainly 7391, Research,
development, and testing laboratories," and 8911, 'Engineering and architec-
tural services.* A start has been made toward revising the codes as indicated.
Additional information can be searched In the next phase.

The OBE interindustry data for 1958 provided a major source of informa-
tion on second-order impact, esrecially in the nonprocurement areas. For
military con truction, especially missile sites and other items that are acutely
sensitive to changes in technology, these coefficients are probably outdated.
Further study of unpublished military construction data in the services was
performed and appears to provide better source material.
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